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In her most ambitious novel to date, New York Times bestselling author Joyce Maynard returns
to the themes that are the hallmarks of her most acclaimed work in a mesmerizing story of a
family—from the hopeful early days of young marriage to parenthood, divorce, and the costly
aftermath that ripples through all their livesEleanor and Cam meet at a crafts fair in Vermont in
the early 1970s. She’s an artist and writer, he makes wooden bowls. Within four years they are
parents to three children, two daughters and a red-headed son who fills his pockets with rocks,
plays the violin and talks to God. To Eleanor, their New Hampshire farm provides everything she
always wanted—summer nights watching Cam’s softball games, snow days by the fire and the
annual tradition of making paper boats and cork people to launch in the brook every spring. If
Eleanor and Cam don’t make love as often as they used to, they have something that matters
more. Their family.Then comes a terrible accident, caused by Cam’s negligence. Unable to
forgive him, Eleanor is consumed by bitterness, losing herself in her life as a mother, while Cam
finds solace with a new young partner. Over the decades that follow, the five members of this
fractured family make surprising discoveries and decisions that occasionally bring them
together, and often tear them apart. Tracing the course of their lives—through the gender
transition of one child and another’s choice to completely break with her mother—Joyce
Maynard captures a family forced to confront essential, painful truths of its past, and find
redemption in its darkest hours.A story of holding on and learning to let go, Count the Ways is an
achingly beautiful, poignant, and deeply compassionate novel of home, parenthood, love, and
forgiveness.

“A fearlessly candid, heartrendingly forthright examination of the joys and terrors of family life
from the perspective of a woman of unusual sensitivity and empathy, Count the Ways takes us
on a memorable journey.” -- Joyce Carol Oates"Cut[s] across moments of national and personal
upheaval to examine the complex web of family against the backdrop of history." -- New York
Times Book Review"Wonderfully absorbing, precise and emotionally astute . . .I was moved by
the characters' ambivalences, their misgivings, their anger, but most of all by their complex and
fascinating love." -- Marisa Silver, New York Times bestselling author of The
Mysteries"Sensitively plumbing the complexity of human emotions, of love and forgiveness,
[Maynard] draws readers into a deep, aching attachment to her characters, creating an
ultimately hopeful tale just right for this moment." -- Booklist (starred review)"The novel bites off
a lot—a Brett Kavanaugh–inspired storyline, a domestic abuse situation, a trans child, Eleanor's
career—and manages to resolve them all. . . Maynard creates a world rich and real enough to
hold the pain she fills it with." -- Kirkus Reviews (starred review)“Readers will sink into Maynard’s
masterful portrait of one woman’s life in this decades-spanning family saga.” -- Library



Journal (starred review)“How did Maynard know that this is exactly the book we all need now?
This exhilaratingly brilliant novel isn’t just an indelible story of the falling dominoes of a family
struggling through crisis and through generations, it’s also about the times we live through. . . .
This gorgeous story reminds us that love is always, always worth it.” -- Caroline Leavitt, New York
Times bestselling author of Pictures of You and With or Without You “Joyce Maynard is the
queen of the family saga, and Count the Ways is the best! Instantly addicting, the story of
Eleanor, Cam, and their children pulls you in and wraps itself around you like an heirloom quilt
made of familiarity, intimacy, and the orchestral complexity of loving the people closest to us.
This is the novel you’ll be longing to return to at the end of every day and one you will re-read for
years to come.” -- Jenna Blum, New York Times bestselling author of Those Who Save Us and
The Lost Family“Count the Ways is the book you will want to curl up in a chair and read from
beginning to end. It’s rich and complex, beautiful and heartbreaking, just like life. Reading about
this flawed and lovely family will make you want to hug your own flawed and lovely family tight.
Joyce Maynard celebrates the messy, wonderful thing that is love." -- Ann Hood, author of The
Knitting Circle and The Book That Matters Most“Count the Ways is an extraordinarily generous
invitation into a woman’s intimate life, from the loneliness of her youth to the earned wisdom of
middle age. In this richly imagined novel, Maynard never flinches as she portrays both quiet
successes and heartbreaking failures at love, marriage, and motherhood. This is the work of one
of our great storytellers.” -- Meredith Hall, New York Times bestselling author of Beneficence --
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.An Ebook Library Best Book of
July 2021: Eleanor meets Cam at a craft fair in the 1970s; they fall in love and he moves into her
New Hampshire farmhouse. Soon, they are parents to three young children. Eleanor throws
herself into making the best childhood for her children—the kind of childhood she didn’t have—
and also financially supporting the family. In one unforgettable scene, Eleanor labors over a
bûche de Noël for Christmas dinner. Cam is about to leave the house to go cross country skiing,
and Eleanor is so angry at his lack of effort that she throws the elaborate cake into the trash.
Count the Ways is full of the tiny ways a marriage is built and broken. And while a series of
significant events eventually tears this family apart, it’s the minutiae of everyday life that cracks
the foundation of Eleanor and Cam’s marriage. A sweeping epic told over decades, we see this
family grow and change, although Eleanor’s maternal sacrifices consistently loom large. I haven’t
stopped thinking about Count the Ways since I finished it. This is—quite simply—the best book
I’ve read so far in 2021. —Sarah Gelman, Ebook Library Book Review --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.About the AuthorJoyce Maynard is the author of nine previous novels and five
books of nonfiction, as well as the syndicated column, “Domestic Affairs.” Her bestselling
memoir, At Home in the World, has been translated into sixteen languages. Her novels To Die
For and Labor Day were both adapted for film. Maynard currently makes her home in New
Haven, Connecticut.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read
more
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DedicationFor A., C., and W., who continue to instruct me well in the occasional heartbreak and
lifelong joy of being a mother.And for C. and S. The next generation.EpigraphI’m sorry.I love
you.Thank you.Please forgive me.—Ho‘oponopono prayer, phrases spoken in any order, for
reconciliation and forgivenessAnd how can you not forgive?You make a feast in honor of
whatwas lost, and take from its place the finestgarment, which you saved for an occasionyou
could not imagine, and you weep night and dayto know that you were not abandoned,that
happiness saved its most extreme formfor you alone.—Jane Kenyon, “Happiness”How do I love
thee? Let me count the ways.—Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Sonnet 43ContentsCoverTitle
PageDedicationEpigraphProloguePart 11. a familiar road2. intimate strangers3. some tree4. fixer-
upper5. where the happy people lived6. who should we call?7. one small step for man8. like
someone just ran you over with a truck9. a blue-eyed boy and a good dog10. wish I had a
river11. a red-headed man12. the money part13. here’s your daughter14. second fiddle15. ships
in the night16. a first baseman’s wife17. black ice18. people you care about start dying19. a web-
footed boy20. this was her artwork21. over the coals22. my body keeps wanting to be bad23. a
non-comic strip24. the Wieniawski Polonaise25. sex in the air26. the amazing catch27. Hawaii
Ho28. the no-cry pledge29. sometimes even breast milk isn’t enough30. Barbie shoe31. a career
in dry-cleaning32. bûche de Noël33. he got hold of the Reddi-wip34. you have to make
compromises35. family values36. Female Party Guest Number Four37. no more cork people38.
old wonderful life39. pocket of stones40. that moment has passed41. we are the children42. ball.
egg. dinosaur.43. bad things, good people44. call me Al45. happy anniversary46. nothing
matters anymore47. shavasana48. riding without a helmet49. zero gravity50. a million pieces51.
a marriage not long enough to bear peachesPart 252. faulty O-ring53. beyond valentines54. why
would you blow up our life?55. a new mattress56. I will always love you57. Crazyland dead
ahead58. code of silence59. a waterbed60. never a good time61. just like in The Sound of
Music62. dream girl63. Mr. Fun64. goodbye Goodnight Moon65. you don’t live there anymore66.
a new human being67. the last bath68. not their half brother69. no more onions in the bed70. the
reason for every single bad thing71. I want to go home72. my mother just hit me73. perfect
Christmas74. the three amigos75. the advantages of forgetting76. the last Cubs fan77. reply
hazy, try again78. like dating your own children79. what it meant to be real80. The Cork
People81. can you forgive him?82. crazies out there83. I would have taken good care of you84.
car wreck in Paris85. the life of some whole other person86. the red carpet87. I won’t be coming
home88. happy, or close enough89. no big drama, no sleepless nights90. I met somebody91. a
teenager in the house92. another mother moves out93. she doesn’t count to ten94. even better
than you thought it would be95. the White House in his sights96. crash97. invitation to a
wedding98. together again, whatever that means99. one of the great things about rocks100. you
who are on the roadAuthor’s NoteAcknowledgmentsP.S. Insights, Interviews & More . . .*About
the AuthorAbout the BookPraiseAlso by Joyce MaynardCopyrightAbout the



PublisherPrologueToby was just a baby—Alison four years old, Ursula not yet three—the first
time they launched the cork people. After that it became their annual tradition.Eleanor had
always loved how, when the snow melted every spring, the water in the brook down the road
would race so fast you could hear it from their house, crashing over the rocks at the waterfall. A
person could stand there for an hour—and in the old days before children, when she would
come to this place alone, she had done that—staring into the water, studying the patterns it
made as the brook narrowed and widened again, the way it washed over the smaller stones and
splashed against the large ones. If you felt like it, you might trace the course of a single stick or
leaf, some remnant of last summer, as it made its way downstream, tossed along by the
current.One time she and the children had spotted a child’s sneaker caught up in the racing
water. Another time Alison had tossed a pine cone in the brook and the four of them—Eleanor,
Alison, Ursula, and baby Toby—had watched it bob along, disappearing into a culvert but
showing up again, miraculously, on the other side. They had followed that pine cone along the
edges of the brook until it disappeared around a bend.“If only we had a boat,” Alison said,
looking out at the racing water, “we could float down the stream.” She was thinking about the
song Eleanor used to sing to them in the car.“Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily,” she sang now, in
her sweet, high voice.Life is but a dream.When they got home, she was still talking about it, so
Eleanor suggested that they make a miniature boat and launch it just below the falls. With little
passengers along for the ride.“We could make them out of Popsicle sticks,” she said. “Or
corks.”Cork, because it floated. Cork people.Every year after that, usually on the first warm
weekend in March, Eleanor laid out the craft supplies on the kitchen table—pipe cleaners, glue
gun, string, pushpins, Magic Markers, and corks saved from a year’s worth of wine, which wasn’t
all that much in those days.They constructed their boats out of balsa wood, with sails attached
made from scraps of outgrown pajama bottoms and dresses. For Alison, the future engineer, it
was the boats that occupied her attention more than the passengers. But Ursula took the
greatest care drawing faces on the corks, gluing on hair and hats. Even Toby, young as he was,
participated. Every cork person got a name.One was Crystal—Ursula’s suggestion. She had
wanted a sister with the name but, failing that, gave it to a cork person. One was Rufus—not a
cork person, in fact, but a cork dog. They named one Walt, after their neighbor, and another was
named after the daughter of a man on their father’s softball team, who got cancer and died just
before they went back to school.When they were done making their cork people and the vessels
to carry them, the children and Eleanor carried them down to a spot they’d staked out, flat
enough for all four of them to stand, and one by one, they would lower their boats and the
passengers they carried, attached with rubber bands, into the fast-moving waters.Goodbye,
Crystal. Bye, Rufus. See you later, Walt.They were on their own now, and there was nothing
anyone could do to assist them in the perilous journey ahead.It was like parenthood, Eleanor
thought, watching the little line of bobbing vessels taking off through the fast-moving waters. You
made these precious people. You hovered over them closely, your only goal impossible: to keep
them out of harm’s way. But sooner or later you had to let the cork people set off without you, and



once you did there would be nothing for it but to stand on the shore or run along the edge yelling
encouragement, praying they’d make it.The boats took off bobbing and dancing. Eleanor and the
children ran along the mossy bank, following their progress. They ran hard to keep up, Eleanor
holding tight to Toby’s hand. Toby, the one who could get away and into trouble faster than
anyone.The journey wasn’t easy for the cork people. Some of the boats in which the children had
placed them got stuck along the way in the tall grass along the side of the brook. Some
disappeared without a trace. If a boat capsized, bearing one of her precious cork people, Ursula
(the dramatic one) was likely to let out a piercing cry.“Oh, Jimmy!” she called out. “Oh, Crystal!”
“Evelyn, where are you?” “Be careful, Walt!”Some cork people never made it through the culvert.
Some fell off the vessel that was carrying them on a wild stretch of rapids farther along. Once an
entire boatload of cork people capsized right before the stretch of slow, gentle water where,
typically, the children retrieved them.One time, as they stood on the shore watching for their
boats to come dancing down the brook, they had spotted a cork person from the year before—
bobbing along, hatless, boatless, naked, but somehow still afloat.Toby, four years old at the time,
had leaned into the shallows (holding Eleanor’s hand, though reluctantly) to retrieve the remains
of a bedraggled cork person, and studied its face.“It’s Bob,” he said. Named for one of Cam’s
teammates on his softball team, the Yellow Jackets.Ursula pronounced this a miracle, though to
Toby there seemed nothing particularly surprising about the unexpected return of an old familiar
character.Cork people went away. Cork people came back. Or didn’t.“People die sometimes,”
Toby pointed out to Ursula (older than him by a year and a half, but less inclined to confront the
darker side). Not only people whose songs you listened to on the radio and people you heard
about on the news, and a princess whose wedding you watched on TV, and a whole space
shuttle filled with astronauts, and a mop-topped rock and roll singer whose songs you danced to
in the kitchen, but people you knew, too. A neighbor from down the road who showed you a
gypsy moth cocoon, and a guy who came to your parents’ Labor Day party and did an imitation
of a rooster, and a best friend who took you to a water park one time. And dogs would die, and
grandparents, a child to whom you once offered your last mozzarella stick at your father’s
softball game, even. And even when those things didn’t happen, other terrible things did. You
had to get used to it.But here was one story you could count on, one that never changed. Spring,
summer, fall, winter, the water flowed on. These rocks would be here forever—rocks, among the
things in the world Toby loved best, and as much as Toby had considered the losses around
him, the thought that he and the people he loved best would ever cease to exist was beyond his
imagining.In Toby’s mind, their family would always stay together, always loving each other, and
what else really mattered more than that? This was the world as they knew it. This was how it
seemed to them then, and maybe even Eleanor believed as much, once.Part 11.a familiar
roadThe sound reached them all the way down to the field where the chairs were set up—so
loud that if Eleanor hadn’t been holding Louise as tightly as she had, she might have dropped
her. A few people screamed, and someone yelled, “Oh, shit!” Eleanor could hear the voice of
one of the assembled guests begin to pray, in Spanish. Louise, observing the scene, burst into



tears and called for her mother.The noise was like nothing she’d ever heard. A crash, followed by
a low, awful groaning. Then silence.“Oh, God,” someone cried out. “Dios mío.” Someone
else.“We’ll find your mama,” Eleanor told Louise, scanning the assembled guests for her
daughter, Louise’s mother, Ursula. Eleanor herself took in the event—whatever it was—with a
certain unexpected calm. Worse things had happened than whatever was going on now, she
knew that much. And though the piece of land on which she now stood had once represented,
for her, the spot where she’d live forever and the one where she would die, this place was no
longer her home, and hadn’t been for fifteen years.It was impossible to know, at first, where the
sound came from, or what had caused it. Earthquake? Plane crash? Terrorist attack? Her mind
went—crazily—to a movie she’d seen about a tsunami, a woman whose entire family had been
wiped out by one vast, awful wave.But Eleanor’s family was safe. Now she could see them all
around her—dazed, confused, but unhurt. All she really needed to do at a moment like this was
to make sure that Louise was all right. Her precious only granddaughter, three years old.At the
moment they heard the crash, Louise had been studying Eleanor’s necklace, a very small
golden bird on a chain. “You’re okay,” Eleanor whispered into her ear, when they heard the big
boom. All around them, the guests in wedding attire were running with no particular sense of a
destination, calling out words nobody could hear.“Everybody’s fine,” Eleanor said. “Let’s go see
your mother.”Cam’s farm—she was accustomed now to calling it that—lay a little over an hour’s
drive north of her condo in Brookline. She had made the trip to bear witness to the marriage of
her firstborn child, Ursula’s older sibling, at the home where she once lived.After all these years,
she still knew this place so well that she could have made her way down the long driveway in the
dark without benefit of headlights. She knew every knot in the floorboards of the house, the
windowsill where Toby used to line up his favorite specimens from his rock collection, the places
glitter got stuck deep in the cracks from their valentine-making projects, the uneven counter
where she rolled out cookie dough and packed lunches for school, or (on snow days) fixed
popcorn and cocoa for the three of them when they came in from sledding. She knew what the
walls looked like inside the closet where she’d retreat, holding the phone she’d outfitted with an
extra-long cord, in a time long before cell phones, when she’d needed to conduct a business
conversation without the sounds of her children’s voices distracting her.And more: The bathroom
where her son once played his miniature violin. The pantry, shelves lined with the jam and
spaghetti sauce she canned every summer. The record player spinning while the five of them
danced to the Beatles, or Chuck Berry, or Free to Be . . . You and Me. The mantel where they’d
hung their stockings and the patch of rug, in front of the fireplace, where she spread ashes to
suggest the footprints of a visitor who’d come down the chimney in the night.Eleanor knew
where the wild blueberries grew, and the lady’s slippers, and where the rock was, down the road,
where they’d launched their cork people every March when the snow thawed and the brook ran
fast under the stone bridge. The pear tree she and Cam had planted, after the birth of their first
child. The place in the field where cornflowers came up in late June. Just now starting to bloom.
A shade of blue like no other.And here she was, attending the wedding of that same child. In



another lifetime, they’d named that baby Alison. They called him Al now.There stood Eleanor’s
old studio, and Cam’s woodshop, where she would sometimes pay him late-afternoon visits and
they would make love on a mattress by the woodstove. The crack in the plaster over the bed
she’d chosen to focus on while pushing their babies out into the world.How many hundreds of
nights—a few thousand—had she stretched out on the bed, her children in their mismatched
pajamas with a stack of library books, the three of them jostling for prime position on the bed
(three children, but there were only two sides next to their mother)? Downstairs, she could hear
Cam in the kitchen, washing the dishes and whistling, or listening to a Red Sox game. Outside
the window, the sound of water running at the falls. Moonlight streaming in. Her children’s hot
breath on her neck, craning to see the illustrations in the book. Just one more. We’ll be
good.Sometimes, by this point in the day, she’d be so tired the words on the page she was
reading would no longer make sense, and she’d start speaking gibberish, at which point one of
them—Alison, generally—would tap her arm, or Toby might pat her cheeks.“Wake up, Mama.
We need to know how it turns out.”They were all grown up now.Older people (the age she was
now herself, midway through her fifties) making small talk at the grocery store, back in the days
her cart overflowed with breakfast cereal and orange juice—when there was always a baby in
the front and someone else scrunched up among the groceries—used to tell her how fast your
children grew up, how quickly it all passed. At Stop & Shop one time, Toby got so wild—sticking
carrots in his ears and pretending he was a space alien—that she’d abandoned her cart full of
groceries, there in the middle of the aisle, whisking the children out to the car until her son
calmed down enough that she could resume their shopping. Bent over the wheel of her late-
model station wagon while her three children cowered in the back, she imagined hightailing it to
someplace far away. The Canadian border, maybe. Mexico. Or half a mile down their dirt road, to
spend one entire morning with her sketch pad and pencils, just drawing. Only there were the
children to think about. There were always the children, until there weren’t.All those small
injuries, sorrows, wounds, regrets—the hurtful words, the pain people inflicted on each other,
intentionally or not, that seemed so important once. You might not even remember anymore
what they were about, those things that once made you so angry, bitter, hurt. Or maybe you
remembered, but did any of it matter, really? (Who said what? Who did what, when? Who hurt
whom? Well, everybody had hurt everyone.)Now here you were at the end of it all, opening your
eyes as if from a long sleep—a little dazed, blinking from the brightness of the sun, just grateful
you were there to wake up at all. This was Eleanor, returned to the home of her youth on the
wedding day of her firstborn child. Concentrating on the one thing that mattered, which was her
family, together again. Beat up and battered, like a bunch of Civil War soldiers returning from
Appomattox (whatever side they’d belonged to, it made no difference) but still alive on the
earth.Earlier today, when Ursula introduced her mother to her daughter, her voice had been
polite, but wary—the tone a parent might utilize when overseeing her child’s first meeting with a
new teacher, or with the pediatrician in preparation for receiving her shots.“This is your granny,
Lulu,” Ursula explained to Louise, who had shrunk back in the way a three-year-old does with a



stranger. Then to Eleanor, “How was your drive?”“I missed you,” she said, getting down low,
studying her face. Memorizing it. She could see her daughter in that face, but mostly what she
saw was a whole new person. “I was hoping I’d get to see you.”This was when Louise had
noticed her necklace. Amazingly, her granddaughter had climbed into her arms to study the
small golden bird more closely.Eleanor could see, on Ursula’s face, a look of caution and
concern. She studied her daughter’s face now—her middle child, now almost thirty-one years old
—for some familiar reminder of the girl she used to be, the one who liked to start every morning
singing “Here Comes the Sun,” the one who arranged her vegetables on her plate in the shape
of a face, always the smiling kind, the one who’d sucked her thumb till she went off to first grade.
At which point she herself had begged Eleanor to paint her thumb with the terrible-tasting
medicine, to make her stop. (Eleanor hated doing this. It was Ursula who had insisted. Ursula, so
deeply invested in fitting in.)Ursula was the one who, when Eleanor tucked her into bed every
night, liked to say, “I love you more than the universe. More than infinity.” If you left the room
before she got a chance to say the words, she’d make you come back.It was three years since
Eleanor had seen Ursula. Easy to keep track, because it had been three days after the birth of
Louise. They were in the kitchen of Ursula and Jake’s house; Ursula had just finished nursing the
baby. Eleanor was holding her when her daughter had stood up from the table. She took the
baby from Eleanor’s arms.“Don’t come back. Don’t plan on seeing your granddaughter ever
again.” Those were Ursula’s words to Eleanor as she sent her away that day. Then three years of
silence.“I love our family,” Ursula used to say.Our family. She spoke as if the five of them,
together, constituted some whole entity, like a country or a planet.This would have been in the
mid-eighties, when the children were all in single-digit ages. She had been so busy with the
children, most of all Toby, that she hadn’t noticed her marriage to their father unraveling. But her
younger daughter did. Sometimes back then, observing Eleanor’s worried expression, Ursula
had placed her fingers—one from each hand—in the corners of Eleanor’s mouth to form her lips
into a smile.At the time, Eleanor was always playing the same one song on her Patti LaBelle
album, “On My Own.” She was always worried about money, worried about work. Mad at Cam.
That most of all.Ursula was just eight at the time, but already she had designated herself the
family cheerleader, the one who, through her own tireless efforts, would make everyone happy
again. Ursula, the one of Eleanor’s three children who had, for a while, refused to read
Charlotte’s Web because she’d heard what happened in the end and didn’t want to go there,
though in the end she did. Ursula, the perpetual peacemaker, the optimist, the girl committed
above all else to the well-being of everyone she loved (possibly ignoring her own feelings along
the way). Sensing trouble between her parents, she was always thinking up things they might do
to bring them all together.“I call family hug!” she’d announce, in that determinedly cheerful tone
of hers.Who wants to play Twister? Let’s build an igloo and go inside and sing campfire songs!
Tell us the story again, Dad, about how you met Mom.Now their endlessly hopeful younger
daughter had a second child of her own on the way, evidently. Her first—whose birth had been
followed, three days later, by Eleanor’s disastrous visit—nestled into her grandmother’s arms as



if she’d known her all her life.Ursula had known the comfort of those arms herself. But she’d
forgotten, to the point where the simple fact of Eleanor’s ability to hold a three-year-old in her
arms without eliciting screams had seemed to surprise her.“It’s okay, Lulu,” Ursula said to Louise,
when Eleanor bent to pick her up. “She won’t hurt you.”Why would anyone ever suppose
otherwise? Least of all her own child.2.intimate strangersIn no other way that she could think of
would Eleanor be called a superstitious person, but there had been a time when she could not
round the final bend in the long, dead-end dirt road that led up to this place without saying the
words out loud, “I’m home.” Maybe some part of her actually believed that if she ever failed to
speak the words, something terrible might happen to one of them. How would she ever survive if
it did?Only, she had.The first thing she’d always see, approaching the house, was the ash tree.
Nobody remembered who started this, but they had called the tree Old Ashworthy. The oldest in
town—a rare survivor of the hurricane of 1938 that had wiped out so many of the biggest trees,
their neighbor Walt told her. The tallest, anyway.The trunk had been massive, its girth so vast
that one time, when Cam and Eleanor were still together, and the children were little, the five of
them had all held hands and circled it, or tried to.It had been Ursula’s idea. “I have a plan, guys,”
she’d announced. At her instruction they’d formed a circle around the base of the tree in their
front yard—their backs against the scratchy bark, faces looking out, fingers touching, Alison with
that dark, worried expression that seldom left her by this point—rolling her eyes, no doubt, and
wanting nothing more than to be left alone—and sweet, vague Toby not fully grasping the
concept of what they were trying to do here but ready as always to oblige.Eleanor had tried to
touch Cam’s fingers that day, but Old Ashworthy’s circumference exceeded their reach. In the
end, even with Cam’s long arms, they couldn’t reach all the way around the trunk, or even
close.Even this—the failure of the five of them to execute her plan of a unifying hug around the
tree, and the ominous sense of failure they might have taken from this—Ursula had managed to
transform into a signal of something good.“You know what our family needs to make this work?”
she said. “Another baby!”Looking back on that day now, Eleanor realized that her husband must
have already given up on their marriage by then, though it said something about how distracted
Eleanor was at the time that she had failed to notice.All three of their babies had been born on
this farm. The worst pain Eleanor had ever known—the worst physical pain anyway, the sense
that her body was ripping in two, sounds coming out of her she would not have believed herself
capable of making. Then the part where this whole new person showed up, and you looked into
her face, wrapped your arms around her wet pink body.“It’s a girl.”She’d driven Al to Logan
airport, the day she saw her firstborn off to college. It was back before Homeland Security
prohibited you from walking up to the gate with someone you loved, or being there to watch as
she came off the plane when she came home.Only Al might not be coming home much, she told
Eleanor. She had turned to face Eleanor, just before boarding the plane, to deliver the news.“You
might not be seeing me for a while,” she said. “I need to be on my own to figure everything
out.”Figure out what? Can’t I help you? I always used to be able to do that.Al walked down the
ramp then, into the tunnel that led to the plane. Standing at the gate, watching her go, Eleanor



felt a stabbing in her chest, as real as a knife.Sometimes a person has to leave home to become
who they need to be.That was a long time ago now. Her child had accomplished what he’d set
out to do. If you hadn’t known him before, there would have seemed nothing out of the ordinary
about the appearance of the man who stood there beneath a homemade arbor of grapevines,
hair slicked back, wearing a suit and tie and a pair of lace-up oxfords, a sprig of lilac pinned to
his pocket. Kissing the bride.If you had told Eleanor this would be part of her family’s story—the
child she had thought of as her daughter, who had sent her a letter to say that he was actually
her son—she might have imagined this as their family’s central challenge. But Al getting to
become the person he always wanted to be turned out to be one of the best things that could
have happened.Eleanor had thought it would be strange, seeing Al for the first time—Al, a man.
But it wasn’t. When she pulled up that morning, he was standing on the porch in his wedding
suit, with the bride’s two brothers along with Toby and Elijah—Cam’s son from his second
marriage. The five of them were fixing each other’s boutonnieres.As much as Al had changed
since she’d said goodbye to him that day at the airport, she recognized him instantly—his eyes,
his hands, that dark hair with the familiar cowlick, now tamed with hair product.But he was
different, too, in ways that had nothing to do with the assignment of gender. The child who used
to be Alison was never quick to smile. The young man Eleanor encountered on the porch now—
her son Al—looked happier than she could ever remember. There was a lightness to him. He
was actually laughing at something one of the future brothers-in-law had said.“It’s good to see
you,” Eleanor told him. The blandest words. Had they ever meant more than they did now?
Eleanor put her arms around him. He did not resist her embrace, as he might have done once.
For a few years there he had been angry at everyone, himself included, no doubt. Angry at the
world.She should have recognized sooner that Alison had never felt she was born in the right
body. She told no one when she got her period, though when Eleanor saw Alison’s underpants,
hand-washed, hung to dry in her closet, she had put her arms around her daughter and asked,
“Why didn’t you let me know?” When Ali’s breasts developed, she told Eleanor she wanted to
chop them off.Back in those days hardly anyone ever talked about things like that. You didn’t
consider the possibility that there might be another way for a person like Ali to make her way
through life, and if you did elect to do something about it (the hormones, the surgery), that would
have seemed like the worst thing you could imagine your child going through.Now here he was,
Eleanor’s son Al, on his wedding day. Strong, handsome, happy.“I want you to meet Teresa’s
brothers,” he said, his hand on her shoulder.“Mateo, Oscar. This is my mom.”From where she
stood, holding Louise near the back of the assembled guests, Eleanor had met the eyes of
Teresa’s mother, Claudia—born in Mexico, raised in Texas, a woman who, years before, would
have gone shopping with her daughter for a quinceañera dress. Forty years married, Claudia
had told her earlier. Hers, a church wedding. Catholic.“All that matters is love,” she had said to
Eleanor, when the two of them met before the service. “Our daughter is happy. ¿Qué más
necesitamos? What more do we need?” For her, the only issue about the match between her
daughter and Eleanor’s son had been their refusal of a church wedding, but once they’d gotten a



priest to give his blessing she’d gotten over it.It was possible that Miguel and Claudia remained
unaware of Al’s early history. What mattered to them was who these two adult children were now,
not who they had been. When a person has been born in Michoacán, and lives now in a Dallas
suburb, she knows all about letting go of the past. Making her peace with it, at least.Eleanor
studied the faces of the other guests, as many as she could see from where she stood. There
was the Seattle crowd, Al’s programmer friends from his start-up, all unknown to her. The
Mexican American contingent. But there were others she recognized—from school potlucks long
ago, nights at the softball field, playground fundraisers, drop-offs and pickups at each other’s
houses, times the children got together to play. They all just looked a lot older, but then so did
Eleanor.None of them had escaped large sorrows. A child in and out of rehab over the last ten
years. A child dead by suicide. A son who lost a leg in Iraq. Scanning the assembled guests,
Eleanor’s thoughts went to the friend who, if she were still alive, would have taken her for pre-
wedding pedicures, and to her old neighbor Walt, who’d quietly loved her all those years—dead
now for a dozen years. So many of those her age were no longer married to the wives and the
husbands of their youth. Eleanor and the man with whom she’d raised three children among
them.It was never difficult to locate Cam in any crowd, given his height and his hair, which had
retained its color, though now there were strands of gray among the red. If this event had taken
place a couple of years earlier, the woman who’d replaced Eleanor as his wife would be seated
next to him, but she was gone.Maybe because he’d been busy setting things up, they had not
spoken to each other yet, but now Cam turned his head, which allowed Eleanor to see his face
for the first time in many years. It was deeply lined, but still handsome, though he was thinner
than she’d ever known him to be. Gaunt, even. Cam had always been a lean person, but as a
young man he had a certain heft to his body. Now his face was so drawn you could almost see
the actual bones of his skull under the skin. When she caught sight of him he was staring off in
the distance, his expression impenetrable.It was a familiar image to Eleanor: Cam, with his
attention someplace else. If the occasion inspired in him some memory of a day, long ago, when
it had been himself and Eleanor standing in this field looking into each other’s eyes, swearing
their love for all time (neither one of them able to imagine the day their hearts would not beat
faster in the presence of the other), nothing on his face betrayed it.Cam had never been a man
inclined to consider the past. When a person left, she was gone. When an event was over, it
might as well never have happened.They’d met at a craft fair in Vermont when Cam was just
getting started with his woodworking.“Cam,” he said, when she’d stopped to inspect a bowl,
running her finger over the smooth interior. It took Eleanor a moment to understand he was
speaking to her.“I thought you’d never stop at my table.”He looked like an illustration out of an old
book of Greek mythology she’d owned as a child, with that flowing red mane. His lanky presence
was something she often registered (this was later) even before he walked into the room,
ducking his head slightly as he passed through the doorway—a habit acquired from long
experience of the many times he had hit his head on some low-hung New England lintel. He
exuded utter self-assurance and a quality whose implications for her own life she would only



understand later—a kind of coolness she never came close to possessing. Worries that
consumed Eleanor rolled off his back, or seemed to. He didn’t hold on to things the way she did.
He had an easier time than most letting go of things, and people, though she didn’t know that
part yet.She probably fell in love with Cam the moment she met him—with his shirt open and a
black-eyed Susan tucked behind his ear, reaching out his hand in her direction. A cleft in his
chin. Perfect teeth. That smile. “Cameron, actually,” he told her. “But nobody calls me that except
my mother.”Eleanor had never known a person with redder hair. Not strawberry blond, but true
red, curling down to his shoulders—like a man with his head on fire, she used to say. She could
still remember the feeling of her hands raking through that hair, and of how, when he lowered his
body over hers, those curls fell over her face. She had loved his body, loved his seemingly
endless capacity for any new experience, mystery, joy. She could not get over the fact that a
person like him would have noticed her and sought her out. There had been nothing remotely
self-assured about Eleanor, but maybe that was what had drawn him to her.He spoke of babies
the night they met.He moved in with her—here, on this farm—the week after they met. They
were married that summer. Watched their first child born on their bed the winter that followed,
and within less than four years, two more.How does it happen that a person with whom you have
shared your most intimate moments—greatest love, greatest pain, joy, also grief—can become a
stranger?3.some treeEarlier that afternoon, shortly after her uneasy arrival at the farm, but
before she’d located Al or Ursula—or known whether Ursula would even be speaking to her, or if
she’d have a chance to meet Louise—Eleanor had spotted a very old woman sitting off to herself
under the tent. It took her a moment to realize that this was her former neighbor Edith, from down
the road. She did not approach her.Edith had never liked Eleanor, probably because her
husband, Walt, had liked her too much.Walt had died years ago. All those years living down the
road from Eleanor—before her marriage to Cam and after—Walt had been as good a friend to
her as anyone. Especially in the days when she’d lived here on her own, Walt used to stop by
just to check up on Eleanor and see if she needed his assistance with anything. He’d delivered
cordwood for the stove and split it for her, and he helped her get rid of a family of skunks who’d
moved into the shed. After she got together with Cam, he’d been less quick to come over, but he
still left zucchini and tomatoes from his garden on their doorstep.“You know the old man’s got a
thing for you, right?” Cam had told Eleanor, after one of Walt’s visits.“He’s just my friend,” Eleanor
said. “He likes to look after me.” Not a whole lot of other people had.It had been Walt into whose
arms she had collapsed that day Cam told her he didn’t want to be married to her anymore, that
he’d fallen in love with someone else.“Your husband’s a fool,” Walt said, stroking her hair, the one
and only time he’d done so. They had stood there like that for no more than thirty seconds,
probably—the longest he’d ever dared embrace her, the only time. Then he’d climbed back onto
his tractor.It had been Walt who carried her boxes of possessions out to the U-Haul the day she
moved out. Walt who drove the truck.“I still don’t get it,” he said. “Why it’s you that has to
go.”Eleanor didn’t explain this to Walt, but she knew the answer. Sometimes you leave a place
because you don’t like being there. Sometimes you have to leave because you love it too



much.The brothers were rounding everyone up now, with instructions to gather in the lower field
behind the house, the spot where a guitarist was playing and someone had constructed an
arbor. The ceremony was due to begin, and they were anxious to get on with it, in part no doubt
because everyone had been studying the sky, whose darkening clouds suggested a coming
thunderstorm.As the best man in the day’s ceremony, Eleanor’s son Toby—the youngest of their
three—stood next to the groom, with that familiar shock of unfathomably red hair, that wistful
look, like a visitor from some other planet, still trying after all these years to figure out how life
was conducted on this one. Unsure how long he’d be sticking around.This was Toby—twenty-
eight years old now, but with the face of his five-year-old self barely changed, his expression
perpetually dreamy. Toby, the sweetest boy alive—hard to think of him as a man, who trusted
everyone and bore no grudges and wept at the death of a baby lamb or a bird who crashed into
the window. On a day when her daughter had met her with wary formality and her older son,
distraction, Eleanor felt gratitude that the face of her youngest child had lit up when he spotted
her. He still called her Mama.Just the act of taking the ring from his pocket to hand to his older
brother had seemed to take place in slow motion. His brother, a concept to which Toby had
adapted more swiftly and with greater ease than any of the rest of them. What did it matter if this
person called himself a man or a woman? He was someone Toby had loved all his life. It was
that simple.Sitting there with Louise still fingering her bird necklace, Eleanor studied the groom—
the son who used to be her daughter, staring at his bride—his gaze full of love, his face familiar
and unknown, both at once. Here they all were, on the same piece of land where they’d started
out, the same cast of characters, more or less, all these years later, though with the happy and
unexpected addition of Teresa’s large Mexican American family come to celebrate, along with
Elijah. And Louise.“I now pronounce you husband and wife.” The familiar, old-fashioned words,
spoken in Spanish by a Jesuit priest, a cousin of Teresa’s, assisted by a friend of the couple from
Seattle, ordained for the day by the Universal Life Church, who added, “You may now kiss the
bride.”Al and Teresa finally released each other from their long embrace and turned to face the
assembled guests. A trio of mariachi musicians who’d flown in from Texas began to play. Now
everyone was milling around—taking pictures, admiring the floral arrangements, checking
themselves for ticks. Having worried all afternoon about the possibility of a thunderstorm, a sigh
of relief seemed to overtake them all as the final words of the service were spoken. The sky was
overcast, nothing more. Disaster averted.Eleanor had gotten up from her seat, Louise in her
arms, and headed for a spot a little ways over on the hill. “Grammy!” Louise pointed to a plastic
bottle she’d left on the ground by the chair. “My bubbles.” Feeling like an outsider, Eleanor felt
glad to have a job to do, retrieving it.That was when they heard it. The crash.First had come the
lightning, a crack like the sky splitting in two. A person might have mistaken it for gunfire. One
shot, followed within a fraction of a second by a volley of others, like nothing she’d ever
heard.Then came a different, deeper sound, louder than the first, and not from the sky this time,
as a flash of light shot down, like a message from God in some old painting. From where they’d
gathered for the service, at the foot of the hill, nobody had seen it yet, but this was the moment



Old Ashworthy came crashing to the ground.Ursula’s old lab, Matador, reached the spot first. He
was barking loudly. The rest of the group made it up the hill a few moments later.Huddled
together in the pounding rain, they could see it all plainly then: the giant tree lay lengthwise, from
the grape arbor all the way to the pond, its branches splayed in all directions, as if the whole
world had just gone sideways. Three centuries’ worth of growth—spring, summer, fall, winter, a
few hundred years of the cycle repeating itself, the tree growing taller and thicker, branches
reaching out in a leafy green canopy for as long as any of them remembered and long
before.Lightning had split its trunk down the middle. Limbs and splinters lay spilled in all
directions like a bunch of pickup sticks, leaving leaves and branches scattered across the grass
over the perennial bed and down onto the field.Long ago—the year their marriage was falling
apart, though Eleanor had been too occupied with everything else to recognize it—Ali had built a
fort in this tree, a getaway from what was going on in the house at the time, probably. Now
Eleanor could make out, through the tangle of fallen branches, the remnants of the rungs Ali had
hammered into the trunk. If she and Cam hadn’t been so distracted that year—Eleanor
consumed by anger and grief, Cam drunk on new love for a girl who could still view him as a
hero, not a disappointment—they would have inspected that ladder and recognized how unsafe
it was, how easily those rungs might have given way.And now look. It was not the sketchy ladder
that presented the greatest risk, or the long fall. The rungs had held fast. It had not been the
wooden slats that gave way but the tree itself.There stood Eleanor’s children—adults now, all
three of them older than she and Cam had been at the moments of their births—standing in a
semicircle around the wreckage, their hands to their faces. Only Toby spoke—Toby, for whom life
appeared less complicated than it did for the rest of them. Toby, whose vocabulary contained so
many fewer words, yet those he spoke sometimes identified the truth with greatest clarity.“Some
tree,” he said, shaking his head.4.fixer-upperIn the spring of the year Eleanor turned twenty, she
bought a secondhand Toyota Corolla and set out on the road to buy a house. It was late May the
first time she laid eyes on the farm.She’d driven a couple of hundred miles that day—that day,
and a dozen before it. There was something comforting about all that driving. Put a person in a
car with a full tank of gas, give her a road map, and never mind if she can’t think of one hopeful
thing to look forward to. She can listen to the radio and keep driving.The Watergate hearings
were in full swing, though Eleanor had only the vaguest idea of what any of that was about. A
year had gone by since the defeat of the Equal Rights Amendment. The first issue of Ms.
Magazine. Title IX. All around her, women were making it clear, for good reason no doubt, that
they no longer wanted to be defined by life in the home. But for Eleanor, it was home that
mattered more than any of the rest. She’d gone looking for hers.Eleanor put a thousand miles on
the Toyota in those days she spent on the road, driving around Maine, Vermont, New
Hampshire. She didn’t listen to the news much. She kept a mixtape playing, of songs she loved,
most of them sad. George Jones fit the bill, as did old Irish ballads about love gone wrong, and,
equally, certain old R&B singers, but only the ballads. Otis Redding singing “These Arms of
Mine” got to her every time, as did Edith Piaf. The heartfelt lyrics of James Taylor songs never



really spoke to her, but Joni Mitchell’s did—her yearning for love, her endless disappointments,
and the realization she seemed to have acquired, young as she was, that for all her handsome
rock star boyfriends, she might be alone forever. Alone on a two-lane highway, Eleanor sang
along with Dolly Parton. In my Tennessee mountain home / Life is as peaceful as a baby’s sigh.
And with Joni. She played Blue on repeat all the way from upstate New York to the New
Hampshire border.There had been nothing particularly distinctive about Akersville when she
stopped there. No cute coffee shops. No traffic light even. Most cars that passed this way drove
on through.It had been a random choice on Eleanor’s part, pulling into this town. For close to two
weeks she’d been staying at a different motel every night, living on handfuls of raw almonds and
bags of carrots and Dannon boysenberry yogurt, picking up real estate flyers at rest stops with
one idea in her head: to find a safe landing place.Eleanor had pulled up in front of Abercrombie’s
Realty, with its row of straggly pansies and the faded wooden sign “Where Dreams Come
Home.” The agent on duty was a man in his late sixties, from the looks of it, nursing a Styrofoam
cup of coffee. “Ed Abercrombie,” he told her, extending a hand.Not many people Eleanor’s age
went real estate shopping. Even if they had the means, they wouldn’t have possessed the
inclination. But if Ed Abercrombie felt surprise or curiosity about any of this, he concealed it
well.More often than not, when Eleanor had stopped at some Realtor’s office on her odd, solitary
road trip, they didn’t take her seriously. Maybe they detected a certain sense of melancholy
desperation tucked under the surface of her greeting as she entered their offices—her tight
smile, her unnaturally vigorous handshake. She probably appeared too eager (she usually did),
her needs too urgent. A person might sense, meeting Eleanor that spring, that her desire to buy
a piece of property suggested a hunger deeper than that of the ordinary client.Ed’s only
question concerned her employment. Not a whole lot of jobs in this area, he told her. That might
be a problem.Only it wasn’t.“I make books for children,” she said. (Did he notice her fingernails,
bitten down below the quick? The very slight trembling of her hand as she brushed her hair out
of her eyes?)“You make a living doing that?” he said. “Don’t like to pry, but the bank’s going to
ask you. Taxes aren’t cheap around here.”“It won’t be a problem,” she told him. To the surprise of
no one more than Eleanor herself, her first book, published the previous year, had sold almost a
hundred thousand copies. She’d be getting to work on the fourth one soon.“I write about a little
girl without any parents who travels around the world having adventures.”“A writer,” he said.
“What do you know? My wife used to write poetry.”Actually, Eleanor explained to him, she was
more of an artist. She made pictures with stories attached. She could have gone on to explain to
Ed that since she was five years old—younger maybe, an only child left to her own devices for
long stretches—she’d seldom found herself without a pencil in her hand. She’d spent her
childhood making up characters to keep her company and stories about the things that
happened in their lives, things that never in a million years would have happened in Eleanor’s.
Some of these stories featured a girl named Bodie whose parents had died in a car wreck, who
headed out to explore the world in search of a mysterious great-aunt she’d always heard about
but never met, who was an archaeologist. Eleanor’s English teacher at boarding school had



suggested she send one of her Bodie stories to a publisher, along with the illustrations she’d
made.She had not yet graduated when the editors at Applewood Press had invited her to their
offices to meet them. One week later, not yet in possession of a car, she had ridden the bus to
New York City to meet with them. Now, in addition to Bodie Under the Sea, there was Bodie
Goes to the Potato Chip Factory and, soon, Bodie in Zanzibar. Just before setting out on her
epic journey in search of real estate, Eleanor had signed a contract to deliver Bodie, Queen of
the Desert. She hadn’t collected the check yet, but when it came, it would be a large one.She
had tried for a while there to do the things other young people did. Go to college. Fall in love.
More than publishing children’s books, what Eleanor had hungered for was a normal life, or
something resembling that.Only Eleanor never did well at normal life. She had lasted at college
exactly one month shy of finishing her sophomore year. That was when she moved out of her
dorm, packed up her mixtapes and albums, bought the Toyota, set out on the road.She had
thirty-seven thousand dollars in her checking account—the advance from her publisher for
Bodie in Zanzibar, along with royalties from her first two Bodie books. Plenty of money, no place
to live. This was when she decided to buy a house. Maybe, if she had a house, all the other parts
that came with that—the things that happened in people’s houses, in people’s lives, so absent in
her own—might also be within reach.There was nobody to tell her this wasn’t a good idea. This
was the problem, in fact. Apart from her editor, who just reminded her when her next manuscript
was due, and her agent, who read over the contracts, there was nobody to tell Eleanor
anything.Now here she was in Akersville, New Hampshire, listening to Ed Abercrombie talking
about a log home he’d just listed, with vinyl siding and a mother-in-law unit out back.Eleanor
didn’t know much, but one part was clear: the place Eleanor was looking for didn’t have to be
very large, but it would have land around it, and be far enough from town that you could see the
stars. She needed good light, she told Ed, for making artwork. She’d never had a garden before,
but she wanted to grow tomatoes and maybe peas, lettuce for salad. Zinnias.Close to water
would be nice, Eleanor told Ed. If not on the property itself, nearby.Well, there was this one
place, he said. Right down the road from a swimming hole and a waterfall. The owners hadn’t
actually put it on the market yet, but he could show her.“This one’s a real fixer-upper,” he told
her.The old Murchison homestead had been unoccupied for five years at this point—and even
before that, the family only came up summers. Nobody had spent a winter in the house since
before the war, and Ed wasn’t talking about Vietnam or even Korea. There was an ancient
furnace but no insulation. The town no longer plowed the road, though if Eleanor lived there in
the winter—he studied her face here, assessing the likelihood of this—she’d have a right to
request it. Ten minutes later, she was in the passenger seat of Ed’s Oldsmobile headed north out
of town.On their way, Ed handed her the sheet with the listing information, but Eleanor chose to
look out the window instead. Though she took in a number of fine old colonials and capes—the
kind with stone walls around them and apple trees out back—this wasn’t one of those prettied-
up New England towns featured on postcards and calendars. There were two-hundred-year-old
houses like the one Ed was taking her to, but there were also double-wide trailers and ranch



houses with cars in the yard that didn’t appear drivable. A pizza place, a Laundromat, a gas
station, a church next to which were cemeteries with gravestones that went back to the
seventeen hundreds, Ed told her.They passed a row of mailboxes. A farm stand, not yet open for
the season. A sign that said “Deaf Child.”Not a whole lot else.The house sat on a rise at the end
of a long dirt road—the kind in which a strip of grass marks the space straddled by a car’s tires. It
looked out over a hillside: a few acres of open land, and beyond those, another thirty of woods,
Ed told her. No streetlights, of course—they’d passed the last of those a couple of miles back.
This was a place where a person could look out at the night sky with no light competing with the
constellations but that of the moon, no sound but the cry of owls and, in the fall (though she
would only learn this later), the gunshots of hunters. The nearest neighbors lived a good half
mile away.It was lilac season when she first laid eyes on the property, and the trees were leafing
out. One in particular dominated the view: an ash that had somehow survived the famous
hurricane that people in these parts still spoke of, Ed told her. The tree sat just far enough from
the house so as not to block the sun, but its branches seemed to fill the sky and span the
horizon.“How’s that for a tree?” Ed said, as he pulled the car up alongside the door to the porch.
“I’m guessing this one got started right around the time my great-great-great-grandfather hung
out the first sign for his dry goods store. That would be more than two hundred years back.
Maybe longer. I’m going to wager you’re looking at the oldest tree in town.”A person could hang a
hammock here. If she ever had the time to put her feet up, that is. With all the work a property like
this required, not to mention coming up with the tax money, there might not be much time for
snoozing.Never mind that. Eleanor wasn’t looking for something easy.She stood there out front
for a while, taking it in, before stepping onto the granite slab by the front door. She made no
comment, asked no questions. She could feel the beating of her heart.5.where the happy people
livedThe house was small, but she liked that. Her childhood home had been large and lonely.
When she had children, she’d keep them close.She stepped onto the porch first—a screen
porch, with a trestle table. From all the stuff stored there, it looked to Eleanor as if whoever used
to live here knew how to have good times together. Hung up along the back wall with the kind of
care that suggested the sun shone regularly here were a croquet set and an assortment of
badminton racquets, shuttlecocks, Ping-Pong paddles, baseball bats, fishing poles, horseshoes,
skates and sleds in a variety of sizes. There was a hammock and a dartboard, an old pedal
car.There was a miniature cannon. Every Fourth of July, Ed explained, the family had fired off
three shots. You could hear it all the way over to the Pouliots’ place.Everywhere Eleanor looked
lay evidence of a life full of good things. Gardening tools. A toboggan. There were board games
and a Victrola with a stack of old 78s. (Benny Goodman. The Andrews Sisters. Bing Crosby.) The
wall by the door featured pencil marks indicating the heights of various children. (Mickey, 4th of
July weekend 1952 four foot six. Susan, July 1957. Bobby, five foot eight! Peter, five foot eleven.
Look what happens when a boy eats his vegetables!)It looked like a house where people who
loved each other had lived.In the kitchen, a fireplace occupied most of one wall; in another
century the woman of the house might have set a loaf of bread in the baking oven. The floors



were wood, counters Formica. At one end of the room was an old Coldspot refrigerator. “You’d
want to replace this,” Ed told Eleanor, but she knew she wouldn’t.Off to one side of the kitchen
lay a small pantry whose shelves had been covered with red-and-green flowered contact paper,
most likely laid down in the fifties. Running her hand along one of these shelves, Eleanor
pictured mason jars filled with vegetables canned in the pressure cooker, sitting on a top shelf
alongside cake toppers and packages of birthday candles and little yellow plastic corncob
holders, with plates to match shaped like corn husks.Out the pantry window she could see
blackberry bushes. If this house were hers, she’d make jam and write the dates on the labels,
line them up along the shelves. She’d grow tomatoes for a winter’s worth of sauce.The other end
of the kitchen opened to a tiny space—barely large enough for a single bed—that Ed referred to
as the borning room. In the old days, this was where the woman of the house gave birth to her
babies, Ed told her. Another bedroom, larger than this one, faced out to the front of the house,
with another, smaller fireplace and windows opening south and east. Morning sun.There was a
small front hall, and a living room with a third fireplace and old nails on the mantel suggesting
that some December long ago, children had hung stockings here. Wide pine beams spanned
the ceiling of the room, as they did in the kitchen.There was a surprising brightness to the space,
thanks to the windows, looking out to a field no longer tilled, stone walls, a few old apple trees,
and beyond them, woods. And that enormous tree, of course. The ash.“The Murchisons never
did much in the way of upgrading,” Ed told her. He said this as if it might be a problem, but
Eleanor loved that about the house. The walls still bore decades-old wallpaper (roses in the
bedroom, farmers and milkmaids chasing cows across the living room, a row of their buckets
spilling milk, a row of dancing children below them). The floorboards were wide and rutted, and
not even close to level, though not enough to suggest major issues with the foundation, Ed
assured her, as if she might be worried about that, which she wasn’t.Upstairs (steep risers,
bowed in the middle from 150 years of use) there was a single room, divided in the middle by the
massive chimney from the fireplaces below, with a window seat where a person might place
herself and take in the scent of lilacs. Children should sleep here.At this point in the tour Ed
suggested that Eleanor might like to see the basement, but she was more interested in studying
the dishes in the pantry (a complete set of Fiesta ware, and a Blue Willow teapot, and cast-iron
frying pans and muffin pans and an old popcorn popper). In the living room cupboard were at
least two dozen boxes of jigsaw puzzles, which, when completed (give or take a piece or two),
might reveal the image of a covered bridge in fall, or a New England churchyard surrounded by
snow, along with an ancient Monopoly game with the original pieces in lead.He took her out into
the field, to the spot where the green of young grass met the trees, so she could look up the hill
toward the house. Already she thought of it as her house. When she looked down, she saw moss
and a patch of lady’s slippers.There was more: the tool shed, an old plow, a wooden
wheelbarrow. “You probably wondered about the well and the septic system,” Ed said to her.She
hadn’t.He was saying something then about what it would cost to insulate the place, and to
install a new furnace (essential) and double-pane windows. The roof was old, but they built them



right in those days. She’d need to install a new water heater.She barely heard him. He had
already explained that the owners were selling the place with everything in it: dishes, furniture,
sheets and towels. An old hand-crank ice cream maker. The Bing Crosby 78s.They were
standing under the giant ash tree, with the front door behind them. The door was blue, but
needed paint.“Hear that?” he said. It was the sound of water. “There’s a stone arch bridge just
down the road, over Hopewell Falls. This time of year, with all the rain we’ve had and the runoff
from the snow, the water’s running high. If you favor trout fishing, the swimming hole below the
falls is the spot for you. Nice place to cool off on a hot day.”She had no idea how to catch a trout,
and less what she’d do with one if she succeeded. But the part about the waterfall got to her.“I’ll
be buying this house,” she told him.6.who should we call?Eleanor was sixteen, the winter of the
crash. Her parents, Martin and Vivian, had been driving home to Boston from a ski trip in
Vermont. Nighttime black ice on a two-lane highway, tires locked, a skid into the path of an
oncoming Pepsi delivery truck. Impact sufficiently violent that one of her mother’s boots had
turned up fifty feet from the side of the highway. Her father would have been smoking, which
explained why the windows were open, though how it was that the boot made it out of the car
was one of about a hundred questions Eleanor preferred not to consider, same as she chose not
to think about how—if things had been different between them—she would have been there in
the back seat when they hit the truck. Some teenagers would have been with their parents on
that ski trip, but Martin and Vivian were happiest when it was just the two of them.She was
halfway through her junior year at her Connecticut private school when she got the news.
Sometime a little after ten that night—a Sunday—came the knock on her dorm room door.Later
she would remember the sound of showers running in the bathroom they all shared, down the
hall. Simon and Garfunkel on somebody’s record player. I am a rock, I am an island. The smell of
marijuana from the joint her roommate, Patty, had lit earlier, and Patty opening the window next
to her bed at the sound of the knocking, the voice on the other side of the door announcing the
presence of a faculty member.“Eleanor? It’s Mr. Guttenberg. We need to talk.”“Oh, shit,” Patty
said, just before Eleanor opened the door. For a moment they had actually believed this would
be the big catastrophe of the night: Patty getting put on probation or kicked out of school, even.
But as it turned out, a drug violation had been the last thing on Mr. Guttenberg’s mind.At the time
Eleanor had been painting her toenails. For weeks the evidence remained. One foot with all blue
nail polish. The other, three toes only.After he told her the news—“Head-on collision,” “died
instantly,” “at least they didn’t suffer”—Mr. Guttenberg patted Eleanor on the shoulder, almost as
if he were petting a dog. (Somewhere in the background, Patty was wailing. Oh my God, oh my
God. Eleanor made no sound.)“Who should we call for you?” he asked her. The emergency
numbers on the forms she’d filled out back in September listed her parents’ number. No point
calling that one now.“My mother had a second cousin in Illinois,” she said. Or maybe
Wisconsin.She actually slept that first night—an odd, dead kind of sleep, more like a blackout.
The next morning there had been a moment when she woke up and, for a few seconds, forgot
what had happened. She heard the sound of the girls along the hall and the clanging of radiator



pipes. Then it came to her.“Who can we call for you?” the headmaster’s wife asked her when she
stopped by that morning with a plate of blueberry muffins. There was nobody. Her family had
consisted of three people. Two of whom were now dead.Eleanor had never asked her mother the
reason why she was an only child. She had the feeling that after they had her it must have
occurred to them that they really hadn’t wanted to have children after all, and the best they could
do was not have any more.She was probably no more than three years old when she made up
her imaginary brother, Anthony. He was older, and very handsome. He played dress-up and later
Candy Land with her—a game her mother said was boring—and when she walked to school he
held her hand. Somewhere along the line he turned into a teenager who carried her on his
shoulders and drove her places. By this point, she no longer talked to him in her head the way
she had when she was little, but even in her Holcomb Academy days, she sometimes let herself
picture what it would be like if Anthony were there. Calling her up, or driving to see her on Family
Weekend and taking her bowling. She knew what kind of car he’d drive. A VW Bug.Or maybe
she would have had a little sister. “I’ll always take care of you,” she would have told her sister that
she never had. She pictured herself wrapping her arms around a little girl who resembled
herself, but smaller, pressing her tight against her chest and not letting go—the same exact thing
she would have liked to have someone do for her.As things were—in real life—there was nobody
to talk to about what happened. The people she used to have, with whom she might have
discussed losing her parents, were the parents she’d lost. But the larger truth was that she
couldn’t have talked to them about it anyway. Martin and Vivian had died that night, but they had
been largely absent forever.It was just Eleanor then. One other distant relative somewhere in the
Midwest that she’d met a couple of times when she was little. No grandparents.She’d made the
trip home to Newton by herself; her father’s law partner, Don, picked her up. She’d met him a few
times over the years, at her parents’ annual cocktail party, where her job was passing the hors
d’oeuvres, but didn’t recognize him when he came up to her at the train station and, a little
awkwardly, offered what passed for a hug. From there they went straight to the funeral
home.Later that weekend she’d made her way through the rooms of their house figuring out
what to do with all their stuff. Only she couldn’t figure it out. How was a not-quite-sixteen-year-old
supposed to begin taking apart a house full of furniture and clothes, books, records, papers,
photographs, ski equipment, tax returns? All the odd things that nobody talked about: Her
father’s underwear and a collection of Playboy magazines from the sixties. Her mother’s
diaphragm. The liquor cabinet containing six different bottles of whiskey, ten of vodka; the clock
over the television in the family room: No drinking until 5 P.M. Every number on its face a
five.Eleanor knew people whose parents viewed their children as the center of their universe, but
that was never how it was in her own small family. She had friends whose parents barely spoke
to each other and never touched, might even have slept in different bedrooms, but never missed
their children’s games or band concerts. In Eleanor’s world, it was nothing like that. Her parents
had already been together almost twenty years when she was born, and it had always appeared
to Eleanor that they never fully got over viewing her as something of an interloper in their private



world.She could remember, from earliest childhood, the cries coming from their bedroom, late at
night, a strange and confusing combination of what sounded like wild joy and injury. Her father’s
eyes anytime her mother walked in the room. Her mother’s eyes meeting his. Herself, off in the
corner with her colored pencils, close to invisible.Thursday nights, watching Dean Martin—the
two of them with their martinis. Friday afternoons, happy hour at a bar they liked at Coolidge
Corner. Sunday mornings, she understood not to disturb them in bed till after ten o’clock, and
used to watch the clock, waiting. “Adult time,” they called it. This took place not only Sunday
mornings, but at dinner, too, when her mother put on one of her silky lounging outfits and the two
of them shared their bottle of wine, and if Eleanor was quiet, she got to listen in to their
conversation. Sometimes alone in the living room, they put on Mantovani records and danced.
Eleanor could have set the drapes on fire when they were dancing that way. They wouldn’t have
noticed.Other times she heard her father’s voice, loud and angry. They were crazy about each
other, but sometimes, they were just plain crazy.Somebody would throw something. Somebody
threw something else. Then came the sound of breaking glass. Their voices, saying terrible
things. Then—not right away—the laughter. Then their voices were quiet again. Then the sounds
from the bedroom.This was the part to the story nobody mentioned at the funeral. Nobody spoke
about Martin’s drinking, or how Vivian had matched him, drink for drink. Cocktails after work
every night. Bloody Marys on Sunday mornings, and other mornings, too, often. Wednesdays.
Mondays. You name it.None of the people who’d come that day—men who knew her father from
Rotary, or golf, or the law firm where he practiced, women who’d done volunteer work with her
mother—would have recognized this other side of the two of them that Eleanor had known. The
angry dad who tore through the house one time, cursing, because he couldn’t find the TV Guide.
The one who, when the liquor store was closed one night, drove to five different convenience
stores to find a particular brand of whiskey. The one who, when she asked him if he could not
have so many drinks when her friend Marcy came over, sent her to her room. After, she could
hear him tearing around the kitchen, ranting to her mother. Can you believe? Our daughter thinks
I’m some kind of alcoholic bum. At some point in the evening he had torn into her room and
grabbed her colored pencil set, which she was always careful to keep organized by color family.
He threw the open box against the wall, pencils flying in all directions.Eleanor had a word for
times like those, when one of her parents—sometimes Martin, sometimes Vivian—spun out over
the edge. She called it Crazyland. They didn’t live in that place all the time, but you never knew
when they might go there. It was always just around the corner.Eleanor never told anyone about
Crazyland, but the fact that she had been there—witnessed it, anyway—was why she didn’t
invite Marcy or Charlene for a sleepover, ever. Knowing Crazyland was always nearby made her
try to be very good all the time, to keep her parents from going there.Looking back on the house
where she grew up, it came to Eleanor—later—that she had seldom seen her parents
completely sober. Her father’s drink of choice, Jack Daniel’s on the rocks. Her mother’s, a
Manhattan.The accident that killed them had been a head-on collision, and all anyone said at
the time was that there must have been ice on the road. Maybe the tread on their snow tires was



not the best.But Eleanor could guess why it was that their car had crossed over into the other
lane that night. They would have stopped at their favorite bar on their way home. One of their
many favorite bars.They must have loved her. That’s what parents did. But it had been their idea,
not Eleanor’s, that she go to boarding school, and although they seemed sad when they
dropped her off that first time, Eleanor couldn’t help but notice a sense of relief underlying their
farewells. “We’ll see you at Parents’ Weekend,” they said, but they didn’t make it.After he picked
her up and brought her home, the law partner, Don, told her she could leave everything till the
summer, when school got out. But when school got out, and Eleanor returned to Newton, it was
no easier to figure out what she was supposed to do with a houseful of the possessions of two
dead people who in many ways she barely knew. In the end, somebody called in a company that
ran estate sales, who promised to empty the house by July, so it could go on the market.Eleanor
spent an afternoon alone there. “Pick out what you want, honey,” Don told her. She started
making a pile, but at the end of an hour the things she’d set out filled most of what had been their
dining room. Where was she supposed to put all of this stuff, anyway?In the end, Eleanor walked
away with her father’s clarinet, her old cereal bowl decorated with Beatrix Potter animals, a dress
of her mother’s from the fifties, and a pair of velvet pants that weren’t even her size. She took the
photograph albums, of course, though it would be a few years before she opened any of them,
and when she did, she was struck by how many photographs there were of Martin and Vivian,
how few of herself. Judging by the slightly off-kilter way in which the images had been captured,
she guessed she had served as her parents’ photographer. Anyone else, leafing through the
album, would have no way of knowing that Eleanor had been along on those trips at all.She was
eleven years old when they’d traveled to New York City to take in the World’s Fair—riding an
escalator past the Pietà, flown in from Italy; taking in water-skiers and a parrot at the Florida
pavilion and the World’s Biggest Cheese at the Wisconsin pavilion. Later that afternoon, her
parents drank so many mai tais at the Hawaii pavilion (seven, based on Eleanor’s count of the
paper umbrellas) that they had trouble making their way back to the parking lot.The next day,
after a breakfast involving a large pitcher of Bloody Marys, as they were walking along Fifth
Avenue—Eleanor a few steps behind the two of them, as usual—she had decided to simply stop
walking. Just stand still on the sidewalk and see how long it took before they noticed.Her parents
had gone more than a block before they looked back, and even when they did, they did so with
an unnerving measure of calm.Oh, there you are, her mother said. Her speech was only very
slightly slurred. Nobody would have noticed but Eleanor.The last time she’d seen her parents,
Eleanor had told her mother she didn’t plan on going skiing with the two of them over break.Did
it ever occur to you to ask my opinion about what I’d like to do instead of making all these plans
and then letting me know? Did it ever occur to you that I might have my own ideas about what I’d
want to do, besides tagging along after the two of you, watching you order cocktails and stare
into each other’s eyes? Cleaning up the broken glass in the morning?That Christmas they’d
given her a pair of warm gloves and a parka, a watch, an art kit of the sort best suited for a child
around eight years old who may or may not have expressed an interest in painting, and a gift



certificate for Filene’s. Eleanor was in her room, packing her suitcase, her face still hot from the
argument with her parents. Her mother appeared in the doorway, without a drink.“Are you sure
you don’t want to come skiing with us?” her mother asked, again. She put her hand on Eleanor’s
shoulder. She seemed relieved when Eleanor said no thanks, she was going to visit her school
roommate, Patty, over winter vacation.At the funeral, someone who’d seen Martin and Vivian at
the mountain the day of the accident had told her how great the conditions had been. How
happy the two of them had looked, sitting in the lodge after their last run, sipping their Irish
coffees.“In a way, it’s sort of perfect that they died together,” a friend of her father’s had
suggested. Imagine either one of those two without the other.They’d ended their lives side by
side in the front seat of their Oldsmobile, with their only child at school a few hundred miles
away. Once again, Eleanor had been left out, and though this time it was a good thing, it seemed
to her that really, she’d been on her own forever anyway.Who else did Eleanor know who—as
she discovered, cleaning out their kitchen, after—had one whole cupboard devoted to swizzle
sticks? And another containing two dozen jars of maraschino cherries?7.one small step for
manPatty’s parents, the Hallinans, invited Eleanor to spend her summer vacation with their
family in Rhode Island. Patty was going to be away working as a camp counselor for most of the
summer, but Alice Hallinan said that only made them all even more eager to have another
teenage girl around, so they wouldn’t miss Patty so much.Jim Hallinan found Eleanor a job doing
daytime kitchen prep at a restaurant owned by a golfing buddy of his. And the best part was,
their son, Matt, would be home from college, retaking a class he’d flunked the year before and
studying for the law boards, so he could drive her to work and look out for her.An older brother.
Eleanor had envied Patty for having one. It was her Anthony dream in real life.She moved into
Patty’s room, with its twin canopy beds and the poster of Donovan on the wall, along with Patty’s
swim team medals and a collage of pictures from family trips to the Cape. Alice—who’d told
Eleanor to call her Mom, not that she did—had cleared out half of the drawers for her clothes,
though she didn’t have that many. Their dog, Buddy, licked her shin. She’d always wanted a dog,
but that wasn’t her parents’ style.“We all want you to consider yourself one of the family,” Alice
said.On the ride over to her first day of work at DiNuccio’s, Patty’s brother, Matt, turned on the
radio. Eleanor recognized the warbly strains of “Crimson and Clover.”“My sister goes for all this
sugar crap,” he told her. “But I’m thinking you might appreciate Led Zeppelin.” He changed the
station.He was back at the restaurant at four to bring her home, and every day after that, he
drove her. Both ways.“This must mess up your plans,” Eleanor said. “Having to go back and forth
to DiNuccio’s all the time.”“I have no plans,” he told Eleanor. “My dad’s got me on a short leash
on account of my grades. He basically laid down the law: if I don’t pass this stupid Spanish class
I need to graduate and get a decent score on the LSATs, he’s taking back the car. The good
thing about driving you is I get an excuse to bust out of the coop twice a day.”Eleanor liked sitting
in the front seat with Matt, listening to the radio. Sometimes they rode without speaking—Matt
pounding on the steering wheel when a good song came on, Eleanor looking out the window—
but more and more, he talked with her. She felt special and grown-up, that a boy as old as Matt



would pay attention to her this way. It was almost like having a real brother.One day he handed
her a joint. “You smoke?”She never had, but she didn’t want to seem like a goody-
goody.“Sometimes.”She inhaled, more than a person should. She started coughing.“Not much I
guess, huh?” he said. His laughter sounded like some kind of animal. A hyena, or the way
hyenas sounded in cartoons anyway.“What do you figure the story was with this guy Billie Joe
McAllister?” he asked her. “Ode to Billie Joe” had come on. “Like, why did the guy jump off the
Tallahatchie Bridge?”Eleanor didn’t know what to say, so she kept quiet. Something about “Ode
to Billie Joe” always made her uncomfortable. Nobody ever explained what they threw off the
Tallahatchie Bridge.“You have a boyfriend?” he asked her.“No.”“You ever have a boyfriend?”For a
minute, she thought she’d lie, but she figured he wouldn’t believe her anyway. “Not really.”“Any
guy ever kiss you?”She shook her head.They were at the point in the road where, if he went left,
they’d be back at the Hallinans’ in around two minutes. There was another road, off to the right.
Smaller. No sign of houses. She’d never been down that one.That’s where he took her. Not
saying anything, he pulled the car over.He leaned over to her side of the wide bench seat and
put his hands on her shoulders. He pressed his face against hers. At first the kiss was the normal
kind, as much as Eleanor had imagined. Then his tongue was in her mouth.After that, he always
turned down the other road when he picked her up after work. They didn’t talk about it. This was
just something he did, and Eleanor let him. It usually lasted only a few minutes. Then they went
back to the house.After a couple of times Matt started putting his hand down the front of her
shirt. Inside her bra, pinching her nipple. She wondered if that was supposed to feel good. If
someone had told him it did. If he cared about things like that.Then he had his hand in her
underpants. The next time—middle of July, probably—he pulled her skirt all the way up. He
unzipped his pants. Except in museums, on statues, and one time when she’d walked in on her
parents, Eleanor had never seen a man’s penis. Now he was pressing his against her. Then he
was thrusting it inside. At first it wouldn’t go, but then it did.Eleanor lay there on the seat, letting
him move up and down on top of her. She closed her eyes.It got to be a regular thing. Driving to
work, listening to the radio. Eleanor tried hard to focus on that, rather than what would happen in
the car with Matt.They always seemed to be playing Creedence Clearwater that summer. “Bad
Moon Rising.” Though sometimes Matt put on the news.There was a riot in New York City in
reaction to some policemen beating up homosexual people. As far as she knew, Eleanor had
never met a homosexual, but she couldn’t understand why anyone would want to beat them
up.“That’s one way to get out of the draft,” Matt said, listening to the broadcast about the
Stonewall riots. “Just tell them you’re a fag.”Eleanor hardly ever said anything in the car with Matt,
but this didn’t seem to matter. He was mostly just talking to himself, probably.“Me, I’d rather take
my chances in the army,” he said.That summer there was a lot of talk about the moon, of course.
The Apollo 11 astronauts were going there soon. Not just orbiting, but landing this time, actually
walking around. Mrs. Hallinan had already made plans to host a neighborhood moon walk
party.“It’s a night you’re going to remember your whole life,” she told Eleanor. “We’re living in the
middle of a historic moment.”One time, on the drive home from work, when he pulled her



underpants off, he’d seen the string of her tampon hanging out. He put his penis in her mouth
that day. “No offense,” he said, “but I get sick at the sight of blood.”That week, the cover of Life
magazine had featured a photograph of the lunar landscape—those vast, empty craters with
nothing around them but blackness and stars.Remember the moon. Forget the rest.“You ever
wonder what the astronauts do about going to the bathroom in space?” Matt asked
her.“No.”“They have a special bag in their suit,” he said. “Then they release it into outer space.
Gross, huh?”He made the right turn. He always did. She had learned now, when he got on top of
her, to put some other picture in her head and focus on that one.Sometimes she pictured the
dog, Buddy. Sometimes the moon.Matt’s biggest concern that summer was Vietnam. He wasn’t
that political, and the Hallinans wouldn’t have approved of their children attending protest
marches, but he knew that among the consequences of his failing to get the credits he needed
and a good enough score on the law boards to get into some law school, the worst was the
strong possibility of getting drafted. Whenever President Nixon’s voice came over the radio, Matt
got particularly agitated.“No way am I going into some jungle with a goddamn M15,” he said. He
had a backup plan for the law boards. A guy he knew would take the test for you, with a fake ID
in your name. It wasn’t cheap, but if you paid him the money, he guaranteed you a score over
700.In other circumstances, Eleanor might have said something. As it was, she just sat there
letting it happen again: The turn in the road. The engine going, so he could keep the radio on.
Her underpants around her ankles that she’d pull up, after. The vinyl seat upholstery sticking to
her skin and later, back at the house, Mrs. Hallinan in the kitchen offering a snack. No, thank
you.She could smell it on herself. Matt Hallinan’s semen dripping down her leg.“You’re wasting
away,” Alice told her. “You aren’t going anorexic on us or anything, are you?”Up on the bed in
Patty’s room, after, Eleanor would put on Clouds. Sad as she sounded, Joni Mitchell always
made Eleanor feel better, or maybe simply less alone. First she took a shower, always. Then set
her colored pencils out to draw. She knew that if she said anything to the Hallinans about what
happened with Matt, they wouldn’t believe her. The whole thing—her job at DiNuccio’s, her
Rhode Island summer, Mrs. Hallinan offering to take her back-to-school shopping, her friendship
with Patty—would be over. Not that any of those things were so great. But where else was she
supposed to go?This was the summer Eleanor started working on the Bodie stories—the
adventures of a ten-year-old girl orphan who met all sorts of kind, wonderful people in places like
Maine and Antarctica and Paris. With no parents around, but also nobody like Matt Hallinan.
Bodie was a girl who got to do whatever she wanted, and nobody told her what it should be.
There were no boys in the story, no kissing, or any of the rest of it.The day of the moon landing,
Mrs. Hallinan prepared pigs in a blanket and deviled eggs and they all gathered around the TV
set—not just the Hallinans and Eleanor, but a dozen neighbors from up and down the street—to
watch Neil Armstrong walk on the moon. Privately, Eleanor wished he hadn’t stuck that flag
there. She liked how the craters looked with nothing on them. When she thought about the
moon, which she did, in the car, it looked the way it did in Life magazine. Empty craters. No
flag.The next time Matt drove her home from work, he pulled over same as he always did. She



closed her eyes, as usual.As he entered her body—a sensation that had felt like a poker going
into her the first time but no longer did—he put his face against her ear.“One small step for man,”
he whispered.Patty returned home from her job at the camp the second week of August, and the
five of them—Mr. and Mrs. Hallinan, Patty, Matt, and Eleanor—spent five days together in Maine.
There was a music festival going on somewhere in upstate New York that week. “Bunch of
hippies,” Mr. Hallinan said. “Probably pals of that nutcase that murdered the movie star.”Alice told
Matt he should take Eleanor out on the speedboat, show her how to water-ski, but she said no
thank you and mostly stayed in her room that week. She didn’t even get a tan.One night near the
end of their time at the lake, she had heard Patty and her mother in the kitchen, discussing the
situation. “I wish we hadn’t even brought her,” Patty said. “She turned out to be such a drag.”“You
have to remember what Eleanor’s been through,” Alice told her. “It hasn’t even been a year. I’m
not saying it’s easy having her around all the time, but let’s try to be understanding.”A couple of
days after they returned to Rhode Island it was time for the two of them to go back to school. As
she was struggling to get her bag down the steps, Jim Hallinan called out to his son.“Matthew!
Get your butt down here. I expect you to carry out Eleanor’s bag. And while you’re at it, give our
girl a nice big hug.”She stood a little ways off as he placed her bag in the trunk, next to
Patty’s.“Good luck on your test,” she told him.“See you next summer,” he said. “Sooner than that,
actually. You’ll be back at the ranch for Thanksgiving, right?”“Like I keep telling Eleanor,” Alice
chimed in. “We’re your family now.”“Family. Everybody’s gotta have one, right?” Matt grinned.
“Even Charlie Manson knew that.”8.like someone just ran you over with a truck
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Mr. August, “Locating the Barbie Shoe. From the beginning of the novel, Eleanor, the main
character, is remarkable. She is an only child, who seems to be an afterthought of her parents.
They are not enamored with their daughter, they seem to find intimacy only with each other and
alcohol. They die in an accident and Eleanor is left to her own devices. Her loneliness as a child
spurned a creativity in art. She was an excellent illustrator and sometimes copywriter, a smart
young woman who is aware of her needs in relationships. She was determined to avoid all the
mistakes of her parents. And she does, for many years. She falls in love with Cam, an artist who
works with wood, and they have an unspoiled life. They are madly in love, have three children,
live on her farm, and subsist on her earnings. Cam hardly adds any financial stability to the
family. Eleanor is hell-bent on giving her children every bit of love that she was denied and
surrounds them with wonderful meals, projects, literature and considers each child as an
individual. She will do anything for them to satisfy their immediate emotional or intellectual
needs. Her children’s sorrows become her own and she will not rest until her child finds a lost toy
or finishes reading a book.Cam betrays her and Eleanor has no forgiveness in her soul. The
children, not knowing the reasons, blame her and the family becomes splintered. The novel
becomes the story of Eleanor and her trials with her beloved children and the sad attempts to
create a new life for herself. The divisions of her children are present on almost every page.
However, Maynard moves the reader through the decades of AIDS, abortions, computers, music
and politics. She doesn’t miss a beat.Despite the rupture of her family, Eleanor takes every
opportunity to be with her children and create a semblance of security. She is not very
successful. It becomes a shattering story and as we observe the flawed family of five, Maynard’s
knack for digging into a woman’s psyche is flawless. The chapters have clever titles, the reader
is prepared for what will follow. Some of the scenes were too sappy and the title of the book is
trite. Despite the anticipated resolution, the novel is an excellent portrayal of family, love and loss.
Maynard brought us through the vicissitudes of Eleanor’s life with intelligence and
perception.Thank you NetGalley and William H. Morrow for the opportunity to read this pre-
published novel.  All opinions expressed are my own.”

FourthDaughter, “BEST BOOK I'VE READ THIS YEAR. Anyone who has followed Joyce
Maynard knows this novel is loosely (or maybe not so loosely) based on her life. A great family
story.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A wonderful novel. This novel resonated with me in so many ways. I have
always loved this author and her novels but this one is especially powerful.I’m also a mother to
three adult children, lived on a farm in rural Maine as a child. I had a difficult relationship with my
mother and looked forward to becoming a parent.The deep love Eleanor feels for the children
are so similar to my own. I divorced my husband and my children don’t know the real reason why



and I am determined to not be the person who tells them the truth about their father. It’s his story
to tell and like Cam, he doesn’t have the courage to be honest.It’s a powerful novel that
emphasizes how mothers focus on their children’s happiness. It also points out that we all have
to let them become the people they are meant to be.”

Shanna McRae, “Fantastic!. This is the first book by Joyce Maynard that I have read. I absolutely
loved reading this book and her years of writing experience were felt on every page. I loved how
developed all the characters were and felt a plethora of emotions for all of them throughout the
book. It was a difficult read in the sense that I was observing Elenor and family slowly crack and
break page after page. I loved the musical references and the historical references. I loved it all,
even the parts that had me frustrated at the main character for walking away from her happiness
so many times. I highly recommend reading this book if you enjoy an emotional read that doesn’t
always have a perfect happy ending.”

Patricia, “I am devouring it - again!. Count the Ways is a wonderful read. As soon as I was
finished reading it, I started read it again. I loved how skillfully all the plot details wove together,
how accurate the details from that time are, how ‘real’ the conversations are. Truly a great read!”

raili salminen, “Excellent book.. Enjoyed every bit of it.Once started it was hard to put down even
though  the story sometimes meandered a bit.Recommend it.”

Renee gammon, “Loved this book. Captivating and emotional. An accurate summary of how
many mothers feel. I didn't want it to end. I recommend this book.”

The book by Joyce Maynard has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 4,180 people have provided feedback.
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